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SUMMARY

Location: Moclín, Granada (SPAIN)

Topic: environment (3Rs) and photography

Dates: 30th August to 7th September (arrival

and departure days)

Participants: 5 per country (4+1 leader)



OVERVIEW
Participants will learn about environment (main problems, causes, consecquences, solutions both

from individual and collective point of view), from a general point of view and also focusing on

the 3Rs point of view (Recycle, Reuse, Reduce). They will also acquire basic knowledge on how

to use a camera (ISO, F number, shutter speed), image composition and other artistic/technical

knowledge.In the last three days, participants will prepare a photography exhibition between

them all.

Altogether with this, there will be a huge amount of complementary activities much more fun

approached, either related with the main topic (photography / environment) or unrelated (visits,

intercultural exchange, teambuilding, knowing each other, E+ knowledge, etc.)

Specific learnings Global learnings
Main environmental problems

Learn about 3Rs

Raise awareness about environmental

problems. Self-reflection.

Basic use of a camera

How to take good photographies from

an artistic point of view

To watch and feel emotion through

famous photographies of history

Improving foreign languages

Other countries culture

Local and regional culture

Erasmus+ and its possibilities

Develop soft and other skills such as

management of time, speaking in front

of others, ability to argue, inclusive

leadership, initiative, cohabitation, etc.



PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES
WILL INCLUDEImage

composition

Using a camera

Visit to Granada

My region and
the environment

Appreciate the art of photography

To create a photography
exhibition

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Teambuilding in Moclín Knowing other cultures

Energyzers and
games

Erasmus+
possibilities

Reflection sessions



PROFILE OF
PARTICIPANTS

General profile

Most of the workshops will be related with how to use a

camera from technical and artistical point of view, with the

purpose of taking phogoraphies; also, to appreciate

photography as an art. And, there will be workshops about

environment and the 3Rs.

Therefore, the profile is having interest in the topics,

being willing to have an active participation, to be able to

contribute to the project or to take profit of the project

Requirements
To be between 18 and 30 y.o. (except group leader)

To hold the European Health Card (or similar insurance)

To live in one of the sending countries

To be active and carry out the tasks assigned to participants

To consent the use of images in which you appear taken

during the mobility with legitimate purposes of the project

(dissemination, publication of results, etc.).

Interest & Motivation



THE VENUE
The accommodation will be the rural accommodation "Albergue

Moclín" in Moclín, a town in Granada province. Participants will

share rooms of 3 or 5 people with private bathroom.

Click here to see more photos

https://www.escapadarural.com/casa-rural/granada/hostal-rural-albergue-moclin


Personal reasons
(vegan, vegetarian, religious reasons)

To improve intercultural experience, 

 national groups (in pairs) will be

responsible for dinner one day in which

they shall prepare a typical dinner from

their countries.

FOODBreakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Coffee breaks

Will be served in the

accommodation

Food

restrictions

Health reasons
(allergies / illnesses)

will be considered
as long as you mention them in the

corresponding form.

National

dinners



TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT
Budget available per country is set according

to distance bands provided by Erasmus+.

   20

 360

 360

 530

210

275

Take part in the whole project

Follow the travel instructions

Execute tasks assigned to

participants

Follow basic rules of coexistence

To be entitled for reimbursement you

must:

Travel costs will be reimbursed through a bank

transfer to each country once all participants

delivered properly their tickets and invoices. 

 360

Green travel: flights are not allowed.



TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS

KEEP YOUR INVOICES, TICKETS AND BOARDING PASSES

We will require these documents for the reimbursement of your travel costs.

During the mobility we will explain how to deliver them to us. Don't send them to us yet.

Electronic documents are prefered (you don't have to print anything).

We need Boarding Passes of the flights. Be careful because they expire from your phone

app after the flight. Screen shots for are valid for BP. Also PDF or physical formats.

TRAVEL RULES

2nd class is mandatory.

Transfer by Taxi/Uber (or similar) is not elegible for reimbursement unless there is no

other option by public transportation. Check with us in advance if you need it.

1 underseat baggage + 1 hand baggage per person are elegible for reimbursement.

Also, if required, 1 big baggage is allowed per national group. Extra baggages won't

be elegible.

Seat allocation is not elegible for reimbursement. Make sure you don't pay for this.

Blablacar (or similar) is allowed as means of transport. Keep the invoice.

AVE train tickets are only allowed under approval. Contact us before acquiring them.



TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS

YOU DO NOT NEED OUR APPROVAL TO PURCHASE TICKETS,

BUT...
You are responsible of choosing an option that allows you to arrive in time to pick up

the last buses to Moclin and that allows you to leave Moclin by bus as well. You can

contact us in case you have doubts if your option is ok. If we approve it, we will take

responsibility.

You do need our approval in case you are flying to / from another airport than

suggested ones (Malaga, Granada, Seville or Madrid).

YOU HAVE A WINDOW OF THREE DAYS FOR YOUR TRIP

BOTH IN ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
This means that tickets will be elegible to be reimbursed if their dates are between

27th August and 10th September both included.

Expenses during those days are on your own.

NOTE Earliest bus leaves Moclin at 7am, arriving to Granada around 7:45



click here

Ask for our advice
if you have any doubt regarding

transportation in Spain.

HOW TO REACH MOCLÍN?
GET TO GRANADA

Main destination airports 
(in priority order)

MALAGA

GRANADA

Bus (Alsa)  

There is a direct bus each 1-2h

from Malaga airport to Granada.

Granada airport is tiny. Only national

flights. You can consider it if reaching

Malaga is not possible.

OTHER
In the situation that none of them fits your plans, you

can consider Madrid or Seville airport.

In the case that
you don't find a suitable flight

enabling you to reach the buses to

the accommodation in time,

communicate with us so we can

design a solution.

http://alsa.com/en/web/bus/home


HOW?
By the bus covering the route Granada

to Alcalá la Real. "Autobuses

Contreras" is the company.

WHERE?
At Granada bus station

GET TO THE ACCOMMODATION

Departures at 17h 30 or at 19h 00
There are previous buses but we won't be ready to receive you

WHEN?

HOW TO REACH MOCLÍN?

Option 2

GET OFF
At Puerto Lope

We will pick you up and drive you to Moclín

HOW?
By the bus number 323.

WHERE?
At "Paseillos Universitarios" bus stop

(see image 1 in next slides)

Departures at 19h 40
There are previous buses but we won't be ready to receive you

WHEN?

Option 1

GET OFF
At Moclin

Just walk to the acommodation, bus stop is 150 m away



Rural buses
Both options are rural transportation,

have cash at your disposal because

they might not accept credit card.

Be on time
Try to be 15-20 min prior to departure

to make sure because:

Option 1          It's the last bus

Option 2          You have to purchase

the ticket and find the platform

Around 50 min
Will be your bus journey.

HOW TO REACH MOCLÍN?
Other advicesImage 1

(option 1 departure point)



PARTICIPANT'S TASKSINTERCULTURAL

DINNER To be celebrated first night after arrival, participants from

each country must coordinate to bring typical food and

drinks from their country. This will be the dinner this day.
Nothing that needs to be cooked (unless something very easy). Avoid products that

can be spoiled during transportation.

CULTURAL

PRESENTATIONS

Each group will have a session to introuduce us

to their country. You will dispose of 30 min.

There is complete freedom in the approach,

methods and topics. 
Typical activities are PP presentations, videos, quizes, dances,

songs, contests, etc. But try to be creative and SURPRISE US!

national 

dinnerYou will prepare dinner one day altogether with

another national group. That day, each national

group will serve a typical dish and side dish or

desert from its country.
We will purchase what you need at the supermarket. In the case you

think a product can't be found in Spain you can bring it. We will

refund it if you give us the ticket.



WHO WE ARE

cook and nutrition

environment

healthy lifestyle

sports

chess

photography

making films

documentaries

new technologies and digital tools

synergy and emotions

El ECO del Arte is a young organization created in 2019 by

former workers from Youth Europa Spain who split apart.

Our staff has 5 years of experience in the Erasmus+ field,

during which we have executed more than 20 projects

under different organizations. Click here to see the video of

one of our projects.

We are based in Andalusia (south of Spain). But we also

carry out projects in other regions (specially Madrid).

As our name claims, El ECO del Arte focuses in

environmental and artistic / creative topics. However, in

our projects we approached diverse topics like: We are building our website. But if

you want to find out about our future

projects you can follow us in our

recently created social networks!!

https://www.instagram.com/elecodelarte/
https://www.facebook.com/El-ECO-del-Arte-109241208258070
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Bb2YxXbMUY&t=6s


I WANT TO PARTICIPATE! HOW CAN I SEND MY

Each country has a partner organization who selects participants

from that country. If you are reading this infopack, you should've

seen an announcement including further instructions to apply as

participant from your country. Contact us in case you don't find it.



Purchase your flights

Fill in the participation form. Click here
You will need a code which will be given to you by your sending organisation once you

purchased your flights.

I HAVE BEEN SELECTED!!!!
WHAT DO I DO

In general, follow all instructions from El ECO del Arte (hosting org.) and from your

sending org.

https://forms.gle/wamQrupGEvymMzv48


LOOKING FORWARD TO
SEEING YOU

SOON


